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Hi Everyone,
As January drew to a close Swan Lake
weather continued to be mild and rather
tame. The flooded water levels have gone
way down as we have had very little rain and
the temperatures have remained well above
freezing. Another sure sign winter is
progressing was when the Coho eggs
arrived from the Goldstream Hatchery! Here
is Kate, who works for the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans, Salmonids in the
Classroom Program, bringing us a small
container of Coho eggs for the staff to meet.

Kate placed the eggs on a damp towel on
top of the salmon incubator tank for all
of us to observe and learn.
It was a very special opportunity to get to see
these living eggs up close. Besides being
awed by nature it made me very appreciative
of the Goldstream Volunteer Salmonid
Enhancement Association for all their work
conserving and educating about salmon.
You can find what they do at this web site.
https://www.gvsea.com
As the staff studied the 100 Coho eggs.
Kate told us how the volunteers
at the Howard English Hatchery
gather salmon from the
Goldstream River and
inseminate tens of thousands
of eggs each year.
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As the fertilized eggs develop little black
dots that are their eyes become apparent,
and if you look carefully you can see the line
made by the still forming vertebrae of their
backbone. I think the best part of watching
the eggs for a few minutes was when you
could see them wriggle. Based on the
smiles of Swan Lake staff you would swear
they were playing with new born puppies!

After we all had a good look Kate took the
top off the tank and began to pour the
eggs into the little floating basked.
It was a delicate operation! The basket
keeps the eggs near the surface so they can
be monitored carefully. Dead eggs are
removed to avoid unhealthy conditions
caused by decaying matter.
Once the Coho eggs were settled in their
new home we were able to check that they
were getting lots of oxygen from the pump
aerator, the water was being kept
clear by the filter, and the
water temperature was a
very cold five degrees
centigrade. It was just like
their native stream
- perfect!
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We record the temperature each day
because we calculate something called the
ATU’s, which means Accumulated Thermal
Units. When the eggs are fertilized the
hatchery volunteers record the water
temperature each day and add it to the
previous temperature. If it was 5 degrees on
day one, and 5 degrees on day two
then the ATU’s would equal 10.

We keep track of the
ATU’s in a log book

We can use this data to predict the development of the eggs based on
the daily, and accumulated water temperature readings.

Our eggs are at the eyed egg stage
now, so they should hatch around
February 20th - pretty exciting!
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We were also pretty excited when Swan Lake
staff person Ben made a great discovery.
He found evidence that a very elusive
animal at Swan Lake was still present
and doing well.
This newly gnawed off sapling was proof
that our local Beaver, and national symbol,
was keeping his teeth sharp on one of his
favourite snacks, Cottonwoods, Aspen,
and Popular trees. You can see the grooves
cut by his large, chisel shaped teeth
that could fall a small tree like this
in just a few minutes.
These pictures provided by Ben show that
Mr. Beaver didn’t stop at just one small tree.
He was as busy as a … well as a beaver,
cutting down several larger trees too.
They like to eat the inner bark called the
Cambium, but this guy looks like he might
have a building project in mind too.
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Once the trees were on the
ground he ate a little bark from
the main trunk and then cut off
the smaller branches and took
them away for snacking on later.
I am assuming this is a male
Beaver because Beavers are very
rare in this part of southern
Vancouver Island. Usually males
will venture out to establish new
colonies in different areas
by travelling up and down
watersheds looking for a good
place to build a new home
and attract a mate.
So far only a single Beaver has been spotted here, but hopefully he can join
the Great Blue Herons in starting a community at Swan Lake.

It does seems like the
heron community is
growing at Swan Lake
too. See how many
herons can you find in
this picture and
be four you know
it we might have that
many beavers too!

Take care, Lenny.
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